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STATE OF ILLINOIS
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCU~~~.~
COUNTY OF CHAMPAIGN
CIJERK OF THE Cmcui:T COURT

2022SC000650

Dennis Toeppen

CEIAMPAIGN COUNTY, ]L[IINOIS

Case No . 22-SCAmount Claimed : $2500 . 00
Plaintiff ,

vs.

plu s costs and attorney's
fees

Blaz Podgorsek
7171 Buffalo Speedway # 1736
Houston, TX 77025
Defendant
and
EBAY, Inc.
c/o CT Corporation System
208 S LaSalle St
Suite 814
Chicago, IL 60604
Defendant

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
AND TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

NOW COMES the Plaintiff , Dennis Toeppen , for his Complaint
against Blaz Podgorsek and EBAY, Inc .:
1.
Plaintiff Dennis Toeppen , ("Plaintiff " ) is a resident of the
State of Illinois .
2.
Blaz Podgorsek ( "Blaz" ) i s an occupant of Houston, Tex as ,
who c hose to do business in I l linois via the I nt e r net and who is
subject to a venue selection clause which also grants p e r sonal
jurisdiction .
EBAY ("EBAY") is an online marketplace which facilitates
3.
matching of buyers and seller s .

4.
EBAY charges a fee for matching of buyers and sellers, and
provides to buyers a merchandise return workflow which allows
buyers who suffer buyer ' s remorse to breach contracts with
sellers, even when sellers have met their obligation s or are
willing and able to cure in the case of a supposed breach.
5.
EBAY denies that it par ticipates i n transactions , stating
in its answer in 2021SC0770 that EBAY is not a party to
contracts between buyers and sellers .
6.
Plaintiff has , by written agreement , purchased all rights
in this transaction and assets associated with it , particularly
the debt owed by Blaz and/or EBAY, from Suburban Express , Inc .,
the registered owner of the EBAY account employed by Plaintiff
to engage in the transaction that is the subject of this
lawsuit . EBAY account registration properly reflects that
Plaintiff is principal user and operator of the subject EBAY
account. Plaintiff is president and sole stockholder of the
corporation.
7.
This lawsuit is about a Slovakian national (on information
and belief) attending medical school in Texas who made an
impetuous purchase decision , e x perien ced buyer's remorse ,
breached a contract , and tried to hide behind the tangled mess
of a company named EBAY that tacitly and/or explicitly
encouraged , supported , and facilitated his breach .

BREACH OF CONTRACT BY BLAZ

8.
Plaintiff listed "New/Demo ARRI ARRIFLEX 235 Sh oulder
Magazine 200" on EBAY on May 7 , 2022 with a starting price of
$2500. This was a new , unused item in perfect condition with all
original packaging. Plaintiff ' s buyer requirements restricted
sales to US only. Geographic r estrictions are not visible in
listing but are supposed to be enforced by EBAY .
SEE EXHIBIT 1 .
9.

Blaz bid $2551 and "won " auction .

10. Upon receiving confirmation of sale from EBAY in German
language (SEE EXHIBIT 2) , Plaintiff cancelled sale to Blazon
the basis that buyer was not located in the US , as was required.
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11. Blaz angrily complained about order cancellation, claiming
that he is in the US. Upon learning and verifying that Blaz is
in Texas for medical school, Plaintiff offered to sell Blaz one
of two items:

* A DEMO (used once) item with blemishes for $2450
* A NEW (unused) unblemished item for $2550.
SEE EXHIBIT 3.
12. Description of DEMO item disclosed that DEMO item had
certain blemishes. Listing included nine pictures which
Plaintiff believed fairly represented general condition of item:
Newish but blemished.
SEE EXHIBIT 4.
13. To mitigate Blaz's frustration over initial sale being
cancelled by Plaintiff, Plaintiff changed shipping charge on
both items to "Free Economy Shipping" before Blaz made his final
decision. This represented a discount of between $50 and $100.
Plaintiff acted in good faith to try to make Blaz happy.
SEE EXHIBIT 4.
14. Blaz then selected and purchased the lower-priced DEMO
item. Blaz did not choose the higher-priced NEW item. Blaz
thereby revealed his preference for a lower-priced item of lower
quality over a higher-priced item of higher quality. Presumably,
Blaz would have been even more satisfied with the higher quality
item at the lower price of the lower quality item.
15. Plaintiff received a message from Blaz regarding his
selection of the DEMO item rather than the NEW item. The message
stated: "I can definitely live with does (those) [sic] small
marks on the magazine." Blaz clearly understood the general
condition of the DEMO item and that the lower price carne with
imperfections.
SEE EXHIBIT 5.
16. Plaintiff's EBAY account subsequently received payment from
Blaz, and payment was then transferred by Plaintiff to his
checking account. Funds were then disbursed from Plaintiff's
checking account by Plaintiff to meet certain obligations.
17. Plaintiff's auction/listing terms & Conditions included
this specific language:
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"Fine Print: By proceeding with purchase, buyer agrees that venue for all
disputes is Urbana, IL and that buyer agrees not to dispute venue or
jurisdiction. Sorry for the legal mumbo jumbo , but I'm tired of getting
ripped off by the one or two percent of EBAY users who are scammers . "
By proceeding, Blaz ratified the above t erms of the contract.
Furthermore, auction "settings" made item non-returnable/nonrefundable , as seen near top of listing .
REFER BACK TO EXHIBIT 4.
18. On May 19 , 2021 , three day s after item was shipped to Blaz,
Plaintiff received a message from Blaz stating :

"Hi, Thanks for the quick shipping and great pac kaging! I have to wonder
though, how you forgot to mention this quite large impe rfection on the top
of the mag . It's fine though. Have a great rest of the week . -blpodgore0"
SEE EXHIBIT 6.
Note that Blaz does not refer to the blemish on his magazine as
a defect . He refers to it as an imperfection. In other words,
the DEMO item , which was not advertised as unused or p erfect,
includes an imperfection - - albeit one more, or perhaps one
larger, than he may have hoped for . By telling Plaintiff "Its
fine though," Blaz confirmed or ratified Plaintiff ' s performance
as acceptable.
19. Plaintiff r e l ied on Blaz ' s stat ement , " It ' s fine though , "
when choosing to make financial transactions using funds
received from Blaz. Plaintiff understood Blaz's statement to
mean that Blaz was satisfied with item and felt that terms of
contract had been met .
20. Plaintiff was nevertheless curious about the claimed
imperfection and asked Blaz for a photo . Plaintiff did not
receive a photo from Blaz via EBAY messaging tool. Plaintiff
then supplied Blaz with his email address so that Blaz could
email a photo. Blaz did not email a photo .
21.
In good faith , Plaintiff rev iewed video made during packing
of item and noted that there was a scratch on the top of the
item which Plaintiff had not previously noticed . Although
scratch was not noticed or depicted in photographs , it was
consistent with the general condition of the item . The scratch
had no impact on t he func tioning or us e of the item, and Blaz
did not claim that it did .
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22. As a gesture of goodwill , Plaint iff offered Blaz a $100
payment to compensate Blaz for scratch .
23.

The next day , Blaz replied :

"I gave it a long thoug h t today and concluded for that amount of
money , I would like to have a better mag . With that said, I
would like to return it ."
See EXHIBIT 7 .
Blaz weaponized Plaintiff ' s good faith investigation of a
scratch which Blaz h i msel f disregarded a s unimportant and
wielded it to try to weasel out of his contract with Plaintiff .
Instead of reciprocating good faith , Blaz chose to e x ploit it.
In the EXHIBIT 7 message that requests return/refund, Blaz
24.
is clearly expressing plain old buyer's remorse . Blaz purchased
a product that he though t would bring h im more pleasure than it
did. After the initial euphoria of receiving a n d owning the
expensive item wore off , Blaz went look ing for a way to wriggle
out of his non-refundable purchase and transfer the consequences
of his bad decision to someone else .
25. An internal psychological struggle on the part of Blaz does
not constitute a breach by Plaintiff . Remorse e x perienced by
Blaz over his decision does not con stitute a breach by
Plaintiff.
26. Blaz should have more carefully considered whether or not
he would receive sufficient utility from his purchase to justify
the price. If it was a close call , Blaz should not have
participated in the transaction . By participating even though he
was on notice of a no-refund , no-return policy , Blaz accepted
the risk that the item might not give him the buzz that he
sought. But now, Blaz wants to wish away his regrets and blame
others.
27. Plaintiff does not operate a Nordstrom store where , as
marketing lore goes, people can return tires they obviously did
not purchase at Nordstrom . Nor does Plaintiff offer an
unconditional guarantee of satisfaction . Nor does Plaintiff
offer customers the ability to back out deals for no other
reason than they changed their mind .
28. Plaintiff nevertheless offered to exchange Blaz ' s DEMO item
for the more expensive NEW item , at no co s t to Bla z. Plaintiff
also offered to pay all shipping costs .
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SEE EXHIBIT 8 .
In other words , Plaintiff of f ered to cure any breach which Blaz
imagined or perceived , by providing a NEW and perfect magazine
-- a better item than Blaz had contracted for -- at no
additional cost to Blaz .
Plaintiff also reminded Blaz of the terms & conditions of
contract, specifically that item was non-refundable. Plaintiff
advised Blaz that he was not willing to accept a r eturn for a
refund.
Had Blaz accepted Plaintiff's good faith exchange offer , Blaz
would have received a magazine which was brand NEW, unused , and
unblemished . There is simply no "better mag" to be had .

29.
If Bl az was not suffering buyer's remor se , r e c e iving a NEW
magazine wou ld have t e rmina ted his cri s i s . Bl a z rej ec t e d the
offer of a NEW magazine not because do i ng s o wouldn ' t ful fil l
Plaintiff's o b l i gat ion s , but because it wouldn ' t solve hi s
buyer's remorse.
30. Although Plaintiff was willing and able to cure the
questionable breach alleged by Blaz , Blaz stated that he
intended to pursue a refund . In other words , Blaz indicated that
he would use EBAY to breach h is con tract with Plaintiff.
SEE EXHIBIT 9.
31.
In the same communication , Blaz reveals a bit more about
his remorse. Blaz offhandedly states that he will search for a
"full package" . In this contex t , full package would generally
mean a camera, film magazine, viewfinder, eyepiece , battery ,
base, rods, and other items required to have a functioning 35rnrn
movie camera. The subtex t here is that Blaz has decided that
putting a package together a la car te isn ' t practical after all ,
or that buying a loose magazine first was the wrong way to
proceed.
Blaz purchasing a film magazine before owning a camera made
little sense. Used 35rnrn movie cameras are typically sold WITH
film magazines and other accessories . Blaz would have known this
from interacting with people selling camera packages , for
instance during his participation in the online
Cinematography.com discussion shown in EXHIBIT 10 .
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Blaz's purchase of Plaintiff's film magazine is the equivalent
of buying a croquet set before having a lawn . He's been
fantasizing about buying a house . He can't find or afford a
house. So he buys a croquet set as the first piece of the homewith-a-yard-and-croquet-set fantasy .
But after Blaz receives the croquet set in the mail and puts it
in the corner of his apartment , he realizes that he has made a
mistake. Blaz then angrily approaches the merchant who sold him
the non-refundable croquet set and demands a refund.
32. Following the communications above , Blaz lit the fuse on
the EBAY refund process . Plaintiff received from EBAY an email
stating that Blaz had initiated a (forced) refund. The email
indicates that it is sufficient for buyer to merely "say" item
doesn't match description to be eligible for return -regardless of terms of contract between Plaintiff and Blaz. EBAY
makes no mention of any process or workflow to determine the
veracity of buyer's claim .
SEE EXHIBIT 11
33. Blaz lighting the fuse on the refund process has resulted
or will result in one or both of:
i)
Plaintiff's funds being se i zed by EBAY and/or transferred
out of Plaintiff's checking account, with no refund of
commission paid by Plaintiff to EBAY.
ii) Blaz not being requ ired to r e turn ite m e v e n t ho ugh he has
received a refund . Per EBAY policies , if Plaintiff does not
unconditionally capitulate to EBAY's coercive demands that
Plaintiff "voluntarily" accept return of item and refund
purchase price and shipping, EBAY will seize Plaintiff's funds
AND not require return of item .
Blaz's actions may also result in Plaintiff being blocked from
using EBAY until Blaz's refund is funded. Being blocked from
selling on EBAY will impair Plaintiff's ability to sell items
which would cover Blaz's refund , and lead to missed
opportunities to sell other surplus items .
34.
In response to Blaz transmitting to EBAY the false claim
that Plaintiff breached contract, EBAY provided Plaintiff with a
link to an EBAY page labeled "Return Detail" concerning Blaz's
false claim of breach.
SEE EXHIBIT 12.
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On the Return Detail page, Blaz uses different language to
describe the problem. Earlier, Blaz referred to the problem as
an "imperfection". But now, Blaz says "Item is Defective" and he
now describes the imperfection as "significant damage".
35. EBAY "Return Detail" Page offers Plaintiff three options,
shown a bit larger at EXHIBIT 13:
(i)

Refund purchase price to Blaz and pay return shipping.

(ii) Refund purchase price to Blaz and abandon item in Blaz's
possession.
(iii)Send (Blaz) a message.
Plaintiff was offered no option to decline refund request.
Plaintiff would have declined refund request since contract
between Plaintiff and Blaz did not allow for refunds, and
because Plaintiff had performed under the terms of the contract
and provided for cure of any breach which Blaz imagined.
Plaintiff was also offered no option to cure Blaz's complaint by
providing a replacement item. Exchanging items is a common cure
applied in retail settings. EBAY is negligent in failing to
provide an exchange workflow.
Only (i) and (ii) are dispositive of the claim. Per EBAY, the
inevitable consequence of not selecting option (i) or (ii) is
that EBAY will find in favor of Blaz, seize Plaintiff's funds,
and remit them to Blaz without requiring Blaz to return item.
Again, there is no option to reject (i) and (ii). The
consequence of not accepting (i) or (ii) is that EBAY will
proceed, by default, as if user selected the wildly inequitable
and unacceptable (ii).
36. EBAY will likely argue that Plaintiff has a duty to
mitigate damages -- by yielding to EBAY coercion, accepting
return, and providing refund -- in order to avoid losing both
item AND payment. Plaintiff asserts that he is not obligated to
yield to EBAY coercion. Plaintiff asserts that he is not
obligated to modify contract with Blaz.
37. Desiring to leave no stone unturned, Plaintiff communicated
with EBAY and Blaz via option (iii) - "Send the Buyer a
Message". In the course of several messages, Plaintiff:
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Transmitted another $100 goodwill refund offer to Blaz,
i)
which Blaz rejected. See EXHIBITS 14 and 15.
ii) Reminded Blaz that upon receipt, Blaz stated that he was
satisfied with the item:

""Hi, Thanks for the quick shipping and great packaging! I have to wonder
though, how you forgot to mention this quite large imperfection on the top
of the mag. It's fine though. Have a great rest of the week. -b1podgore0"
iii) Reminded Blaz that item was described as having been used
and included blemishes; that Item was a DEMO item.
iv) Pointed out to Blaz that item is not defective or somehow
unusable on the basis of a purely cosmetic blemish.
Reminded Blaz that Plaintiff is willing and able to provide
v)
a NEW, perfect, unblemished item at no cost to Blaz -- even
though Blaz only paid for and expected a used DEMO item with
blemishes. SEE EXHIBIT 16.
38. Plaintiff's sending of the above messages from the "Return
Detail" screen was not dispositive of the complaint. Neither
EBAY nor Blaz responded in any way -- no actions, no statements.
39. Plaintiff is entitled to the gain, business advantage, and
so forth bargained for with Blaz because contract was fulfilled,
by Blaz's own admission, when he stated "It's fine" in EXHIBIT
If contract was not initially fulfilled as Blaz indicated
6.
through his statement, Plaintiff offered a generous cure which
more than fulfilled Plaintiff's obligations. There is simply no
reasonable basis for depriving Plaintiff of the benefits of the
contract he made with Blaz.
40. Plaintiff should not be required to conduct another auction
to re-sell the item that he already sold to Defendant. Plaintiff
should not be forced to wait weeks or months to sell the item a
second time, just because Blaz developed buyer's remorse .
41. Blaz has breached his contract with Plaintiff. Plaintiff
has been damaged by Blaz's breach of contract. At the time of
filing, damages are approximately $2107.58 plus any fees or
penalties, plus court costs.
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TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE BY EBAY

42. EBAY specifically states that it is not a party to
transactions in its answer to Champaign County case 22SC234.
Although EBAY is not a party to contracts between buyers and
sellers, EBAY offers buyers a money-back guarantee. If a buyer
is willing to state that seller breached contract, EBAY , without
actual investigation and without seller ' s consent , seizes
seller's funds and distributes them to buyer -- in some cases
without requiring that buyer return item to seller .
43. EBAY communications and web pages fraudulently portray for
readers a fantasy world where buyers can always get their money
back (provided they paid , etc . ) and sellers will be protected
and paid. But the two are obviously mutually exclusive. Buyers
and sellers can't simultaneously both be held harmless in the
same transaction, particularly in the absence of some sort of
legitimate funded risk pooling .
44. EBAY relies on coercion to force unwilling sellers to issue
refunds to buyers, even when sellers have performed under the
terms of their contracts. EBAY coerces sellers to abrogate their
rights so that EBAY can keep even the slimiest , flakiest ,
dumbest, and most dishonest EBAY buyers happy - in pursuit of
profits for EBAY shareholders and at the expense of its sellers.
45. EBAY's systematic and self-interested interference with
contracts between buyers and sellers is inconsistent with the
most basic tenets of good faith and fair dealing .
46. EBAY has not devised a system that cleverly creates value
by ensuring fairness and equitable treatment for all . Rather ,
EBAY has created a zero sum game where seller necessarily loses
when any sort of dissatisfaction arises -- whether or not seller
has failed to live up to its obligations.
47. EBAY benefits financially from portraying buyers and
sellers as both protected while truly knowing that buyers are
protected only at the expense of sellers . Sellers are mislead
into believing that they are protected, when that is truly not
the case.
48. Plaintiff asserts that if EBAY wishes to provide refund
insurance to buyers , EBAY should charge a refund insurance
premium - either optionally or by disclosed default - and pay
claims out of refund insurance premium pool .
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49. Plaintiff further asserts that advertising the existence of
such "insurance" or guarantees for buyers, without providing for
legitimate funding of payment of claims, constitutes fraud. Such
practices would seem to be violative of the insurance licensing
requirements and regulations of many states .
50. EBAY maintains a monopoly position in the market for
auctioning random junk to the general public. As they will
happily tell you, EBAY is the only way for small sellers of
random stuff to efficiently reach millions of customers .
51. EBAY terms and conditions constitute a form contract which
should be at least partially voided by the courts . Potential and
actual EBAY users have no power to negotiate EBAY terms and
conditions.
52. EBAY help pages contain conflicting information on EBAY
policies, and said pages are not kept up to date and in sync
with one another. This makes it difficult for both buyers and
sellers to comply with the amorphous , drifting terms and
conditions of EBAY's form contract .
53. EBAY ignores and does not respond to letters snail mailed
to "Customer Service" or "Legal Department" at their San Jose
headquarters. By humming and putting their fingers in their ears
in response to communications , they make it virtually impossible
for users to provide them with timely notice of any difficulties
which they experience .
54. EBAY prohibits class action lawsuits in their terms and
conditions to ensure that they only have to face people they
have deceived , defrauded, or stolen from one at a time . This
deprives the hordes of defrauded EBAY sellers from the relief
which could be obtained if attorneys could be fairly compensated
for engaging in corrective litigation against EBAY.
55. EBAY acts with impunity and EBAY users simply have no
option but to tolerate abuse and coercion by EBAY. EBAY knows
that sellers can't take their business elsewhere in protest,
because EBAY is the only game in town.
56.
In the current case, Plaintiff repeatedly communicated by
telephone with EBAY call center regarding the Blaz matter -before and after Blaz lit the fuse on the refund process.
Plaintiff received conflicting and inaccurate recommendations
and scripted assurances from EBAY phone agents.
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57. EBAY support intentionally advises callers to take actions
which benefit EBAY rather than caller.
For instance, Plaintiff has twice been told by EBAY support to
not respond to refund request as a means of defeating the
request. But in reality, not responding leads to the worst
possible outcome for seller: seller loses his funds AND does not
receive item back from buyer. EBAY's advice is designed to
maximize buyer happiness and EBAY profits, at the expense of
sellers who have complied with the terms of their contracts with
buyers.
58.
In a prior case, EBAY advised Plaintiff to ignore refund
request and ask EBAY to "step in" after a certain period of time
elapsed. EBAY represented that matter would be carefully
reviewed, competing arguments would be evaluated, and a decision
would be rendered.
After the appropriate amount of time had elapsed, Plaintiff
asked EBAY to "step in". On the page where request to "step in"
was made, Plaintiff provided information which should have
resulted in a finding by EBAY favorable to Plaintiff.
Moments after submitting the form , EBAY automated system sent
Plaintiff a message stating that matter had been decided in
favor of other party . Ebay did not evaluate the claim. There was
no opportunity for other party to respond to Plaintiff's
assertions. There was no opportunity for Plaintiff to reply to
response from other party. There was no procedural due process.
EBAY's representation that procedural due process is applied to
disputes is an absolute lie .
59. Plaintiff repeatedly communicated with EBAY via the EBAY
returns processing page shown in EXHIBIT 8 . EBAY did not respond
to any of Plaintiff's communications .
60. EBAY is not a country . EBAY is not a government. EBAY is
not a government agency. EBAY is not a statute . EBAY does not
make laws. Although EBAY seems to believe it has enacted EBAY
LAW in EBAY LAND and has a right to enforce EBAY LAW, there is
no such thing. The folks at EBAY seem to have consumed tainted
Kool-Aid.
Those who use EBAY in the United States are subject to the
statutes and regulations of the United States and its
subordinate government bodies. The rights and obligations of
individuals and entities using EBAY to find trading partners are
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the same as the rights and obligations of any person or entity
engaging in a lawful transaction that does not involve EBAY.
61. EBAY has engaged in tortious interference in the legitimate
contract between Plaintiff and Blaz.
Plaintiff and Blaz entered into a contract which specified that
the item purchased by Blaz could not be returned for a refund.
Plaintiff did not breach contract by failing to perform.
Plaintiff went above and beyond his obligations under the
contract and provided Blaz with the option to receive a brandnew item when he had paid only for a used item .
Without engaging in any legitimate due process, EBAY will or has
summarily seized Plaintiffs funds and distributed them to Blaz
(or will shortly do so), despite the fact that Plaintiff had
performed and taken action to cure any breach imagined or
asserted by Blaz.
Providing Blaz with a refund was not the only way to make Blaz
whole. There were other remedies, such as exchanging item.
Plaintiff explicitly excluded the refund remedy in the listing
he published through EBAY . Yet EBAY forced upon Plaintiff the
very remedy which Plaintiff had specifically excluded.
62. EBAY has interfered with contract between Plaintiff and
Blaz.
63. EBAY has failed to engage in legitimate procedural due
process.
64. On information and belief, EBAY has seized or will seize
from Plaintiff's account Plaintiff's share of sale to Blaz
Podgorsek: $2107.58
65. On information and belief, EBAY has seized or will seize
from Plaintiff's account certain shipping charges.
66. On information and belief, EBAY has assessed or will assess
and seize penalties or fees against Plaintiff's account.
67. Plaintiff anticipates that EBAY's actions will lead
Plaintiff to incur, outside of EBAY, one or more of late fees,
overdraft fees, penalties, and lost opportunities.
68.
In summary, 1) A valid and enforceable contract existed
between Plaintiff and Blaz, 2) EBAY was aware of contract
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between Plaintiff and Blaz, 3) EBAY's intentional and
unjustified interference has induced or will induce Blaz to
breach contract with Plaintiff, 4) Breach will have been caused
by EBAY's wrongful conduct, and 5) Breach will cause Plaintiff
damages of at least $2107.58 plus any fees or penalties, plus
court costs.
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RELIEF SOUGHT

69. As a result of Blaz's actions and fraudulent
representations, Plaintiff is damaged in an amount not to exceed
$2500. Plaintiff reserves damages for trial . Plaintiff reserves
the right to amend complaint from type SC to type LM.
70. As a result of reliance on Blaz's representation that he
was satisfied with the item he received and his ratification of
Plantiff's performance , only to be followed by Blaz making an
abrupt 180 and going after Plaintiff , Plaintiff is damaged in an
amount not to exceed $2500 . Plaintiff reserves damages for
trial. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend complaint from type
SC to type LM.
71. As a result of EBAY actions a nd interference , Plaintiff is
damaged in an amount not to e x ceed $2500 . Plaintiff reserves
damages for trial. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend
complaint from type SC to type LM .
72. Plaintiff requests punitive damages against EBAY in an
amount sufficient to deter EBAY from continuing to defraud users
with its unconscionable , coercive , bad-faith , unlawful policies
and conduct .
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff DENNIS TOEPPEN requests that the Court
enter judgment against Blaz Podgorsek and EBAY in an amount not
exceeding $2500, plus costs and any additional relief court
deems appropriate .
Dennis Toeppen , Plaintiff,

,~_; L

BY : {)____
Dennis Toeppen
Dennis Toeppen
PO Box 17224
Urbana, IL 61803
(217) 344-2600
email: blaz-podgorsek-fraud@net66 . net
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VERIFICATION
Under Penalties as provided by law pursuant to section 1-1 09 of the Illinois Code of Civil
Procedure, the undersigned certifies that the statements set forth in this instrument are true and
correct, except as to matters therein stated to be on information and belief, and as to such matters
the undersigned certifies as aforesaid that he verily believes the same to be true.

Dennis Toeppen., Plaintiff,

By: _o_Dennis
'-_~A. . . . Toeppen--Subscribed and Sworn to before me
this _3_Q_ day of

rYla 'i

, 2o b{R
OFFICIAL SEAL
ASHLEY ,H HATFIELD
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF IWNOIS
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 01/31/2026
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